SCHOOLS QUESTION TIME PANEL FORMAT

HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND MODERN DAY SLAVERY

Film or other educational input activity followed by group work and feedback – set questions to answer about the film or input (this gets pupils talking).

1. Chair welcomes everyone
   - Each school – comment on each school
   - Panel member - potted biography
2. Each panel member introduces his/her organisation
3. Chair then explains format of Question time as follows:
   - Each school will ask a pre-agreed question
   - The chair will repeat the question to ensure every hears it
   - Chair nominates a member of the panel to address the question
   - Chair opens question to other panel members
   - Chair asks the pupil who asked the question if he the answers are helpful
4. This process is repeated with however many questions there are.
5. The process can be varied by the introduction of a poll at any point e.g. hands up those who agree that people who have been trafficked should be deported etc.
6. A break should be introduced before the end to allow pupils to confer with each on these two questions
   - what can your school to raise awareness and
   - what will you do about it personally
7. A spokesperson from each school feeds back to the panel
8. The chair then invites the panel to each say what they will take back to their work from the event
9. Chair then thanks panel, audience, host school and organisers